
Global coffee entrepreneur releases Vietnam’s
first major inspirational biography for
business book readers

DUBAI, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES,

December 29, 2021 /

EINPresswire.com/ -- Today Madame

Le Hoang Diep Thao, founder, and CEO

of global brand King Coffee and co-

founder of Vietnam’s Trung Nguyen

Coffee and G7 has soft-launched her

new book The Queen of King Coffee at

Expo 2020 Dubai.

The book, released in Dubai to mark

the Vietnamese coffee industry’s increasing ties with the Middle East, is the first major business

autobiography of a Vietnamese entrepreneur ever released in English or Vietnamese.

As the first volume to share detailed management lessons and explore the life history of a

Vietnamese business leader, it offers readers around the world insights into Vietnam’s coffee

industry, lessons in building a business, and paints a picture of post-war Vietnamese culture

against the backdrop of the

global coffee trade. Moreover, the book will engage readers’ curiosity to try the taste of Vietnam’s

robusta coffee.

“I believe that it is now time for Vietnam to affirm coffee as an important strategic economic

industry for our country and to consider how our coffee should be branded and promoted as

proudly Vietnamese,” said Madame Diep Thao in her speech, noting that most international

coffee drinkers are unaware they

are consuming Vietnamese produce despite its predominance on the global market.

The entrepreneur is known for her advocacy of the quality of Vietnamese robusta and her efforts

to “change the game” in the international coffee industry where robusta coffee dominates global

trade despite a pervading focus on arabica beans amongst consumers of specialty coffee. As vice

president of Vietnam’s coffee & cocoa association VICOFA, Mme. Diep Thao has dedicated herself

to encouraging broader international awareness of the rich flavors of robusta. “As the builder of

the two most successful coffee companies in the history of Vietnam’s coffee and with great
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aspirations to affirm the position of Vietnam’s robusta coffee, Madame Le Hoang Diep Thao has

an extraordinary story that has the potential to move, inspire and fascinate readers from all over

the world,” observed The Queen of King Coffee’s executive editor Michael Arnold, whose agency

Metro Writers produced the book in Vietnam. “The book opens her business journey, lays the

foundations for revolutionary change in the coffee industry, and crowns her business the ‘king of

coffee’, telling the story of the rise of a number one brand grown from a rural late-90s coffee stall

to become a global empire exporting delicious Vietnamese robusta to more than 120 countries

around the world.”

“The Queen of King Coffee shares Madame Diep Thao’s real-world management and business

experiences as the founder and chief executive of King Coffee, an inspiration for all women and

young entrepreneurs who dream of business success,” he added.

“I’ve written this book to be the first comprehensive business manual of a Vietnamese

businesswoman,” said Mme. Diep Thao during her presentation. “Through this book, you will

learn from my more than 25 years of management experiences why Vietnam produces more

female CEOs than any other country in the region. In these pages, I also reveal my business

management strategies and principles, share examples, and explain all the important decisions

that have brought me success and strengthened my resolve.”

A prodigious contributor to the local coffee industry, Madame Diep Thao’s work helped to secure

a World Records Union for Vietnam’s robusta coffee beans and culture and has brought industry

4.0 technology to local coffee farmers, ready to propel Vietnamese coffee production into the

metaverse. The publication is soft-launching with an English version of the book now available

on Amazon’s global e-commerce store. Mme. Diep Thao signed an MOU with local firm Kuttab

Publishing during the ceremony to release the book in Arabic in the coming year.

The Queen of King Coffee is available on Amazon at https://amzn.to/3supFpt.

About King Coffee

Trung Nguyen International King Coffee was founded in Singapore in 2008 by Trung Nguyen

Group’s co-founder Madame Le Hoang Diep Thao. Trung Nguyen International's current

headquarters is located in Ho Chi Minh City (Vietnam), under Madame Thao's leadership.

In October 2016, Trung Nguyen International launched King Coffee, its first premium coffee

brand in the United States. In just a few months, the brand took the world by storm, conquering

the U.S. and other foreign markets such as Korea, China, Singapore, Australia, and India. In July

2017, King Coffee

officially returned to Vietnam and established its presence in 64 provinces all over the country.

The core of King Coffee’s success lies in product quality. Each coffee bean is a crystallised

essence from the sun and the earth, carefully and meticulously chosen from famous coffee raw

material production areas such as Ethiopia, Brazil, Colombia, and Guatemala. Robusta comes
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from Buon Ma Thuot - Vietnam’s coffee capital, and Arabica, from Cau Dat (Lam Dong). The best

materials and its Oriental secretly-handed-down processing know-how is the perfect

combination that makes King Coffee brand - the perfect Coffee King of Vietnam - possible.

King Coffee has a wide range of products ranging from instant coffee (King Coffee 3in1, Pure

Black, Coffee & Creamer, Espresso) which satisfies the time-saving needs of the modern lifestyle,

roasted ground coffee (Gourmet Blend, Inspire Blend, Premium Blend) for gourmet drinkers, the

original Whole

Bean coffee and many Luxury ones such as the new and premium Weasel, Legacy, Golden, and

Capsules.

Each of King Coffee’s products represents a sophisticated production process, inheriting nature’s

essence and carrying stories of borderless passion.

In 2018, TNI King Coffee implemented the evolution plan, making preparations for the opening

of over 1,000 King Coffee Shops and global franchises. The planned development for King Coffee

franchises included various models: Luxury, Premium, and Express, so everyone may find their

favorite and

establish their King status on the market.

Last July, by opening the King Coffee Shop chain and announcing the plan to establish the best

premium café chain in Vietnam, Trung Nguyen International revealed an important message,

reassuring the next phase in the quest to conquer the Vietnamese market.
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